INDEPENDENT BODYBUILDERS WITHOUT WBPF AFFILIATION - DUE TO NON AFFILIATION OR REPRESENTATION IN THEIR COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE.

The WBPF Executive Committee has approved the participation of athletes that are in effect in limbo and unable to compete in WBPF Regional, Continental and International Championships, this decision is with immediate effect.

Independent athletes will however need to provide documentary evidence of citizenship or permanent resident certificate of the country that they are to represent, in addition an athlete adopted/sponsored by a National Federation may nominate his/her name with a letter of undertaking from that federation to the WBPF, the nominating federation will be solely responsible for the welfare of the athlete and the athlete must accept in full, the code of ethics, rules and constitution of the WBPF or its Continental Federation.

In addition a police clearance certificate will be required prior to participation and also any prior suspension for doping offence will automatically result in rejection of the applicant. The nominating federation will be responsible for providing this information.

It is the wish of the WBPF to provide a platform allowing such independent athletes the opportunity to compete at WBPF events and we encourage applicants to apply.
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